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A (Very) Brief History of Ethereum
Introduction
Conceived in 2014 by Vitalik Buterin in a whitepaper, Ethereum is an open-source, public
blockchain with smart contract functionality. The network started development later in the year
and went live in July 2015, counting seven additional co-founders, including Gavin Wood,
Charles Hoskinson, Anthony Di Iorio, and Joseph Lubin.
Dissimilar to its older brother Bitcoin, Ethereum allows anyone to deploy decentralized
applications on its network, with which other users can interact. This is possible as Ethereum
leverages Solidity as a Turing-complete scripting language (as opposed to Bitcoin core’s limited
C++ implementation that prioritizes security over programmability). Today, ~3,000 dApps
developed by ~4,000 developers hold ~$65.5b in TVL1 on the network, making it the most
popular Layer-1 in the crypto sphere.

Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
While the co-founders financed the initial development of Ethereum, the project raised its first
round of crowdfunding through an ICO2 led by the Ethereum Foundation, a non-profit
organization dedicated to Ethereum’s research, core protocol development, and ecosystem
growth. The ICO raised 31,529 BTC in exchange for ~60m ETH, representing 80% of the 72m
circulating supply.
The token generation event gave rise to ether (ETH) as the native token for the network,
enabling users to use it for transaction fees, remittance, and collateral when interacting with
dApps. It also kicked off a flurry of other ICOs on the platform based on the ERC-20 standard3,
the most notable of which was The DAO.
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Source: DefiLlama
An initial coin offering (ICO) is the cryptocurrency industry's equivalent of an initial public offering (IPO).
A company seeking to raise money to create a new coin, app, or service can launch an ICO as a way to
raise funds.
3
Ethereum Request for Comment 20 (ERC-20) is the implemented standard for fungible tokens created
using the Ethereum blockchain.
2
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An Early Stumbling Block - The DAO Hack
The DAO was launched in April 2016 on Ethereum to function as an investor-directed venture
capital firm. It was one of the most popular fundraises on the Ethereum network, attracting over
11,000 individual investors in a $150 million ETH raise. More than 50 proposals were waiting for
the DAO’s token holders to vote on whether it would allocate its treasury to their projects.
Approximately six weeks after the DAO’s launch, however, Stephan Tual, one of the DAO’s
creators, found a ‘recursive call bug’ in its software. Before the team could rectify the faulty
code, the DAO was exploited, allowing the attacker to drain more than 3.6 million ETH into a
‘child DAO.’ At the time, the DAO’s fundraise represented a non-negligible portion (14%) of
Ethereum’s circulating supply. Coupled with the fact that the vulnerability had not been fixed to
prevent more ether from being taken, this presented a significant risk to the budding network as
it gained traction and credibility amongst users.
The Ethereum community debated heavily on ways to proceed after the hack. Vitalik proposed a
soft fork4 that would introduce a ‘switch,’ preventing the compromised ether from being
transferred from the attacker’s wallet. On one hand, mitigating the effects of the hack via a soft
fork would save the future of the nascent platform. On the other, doing so might undermine the
principles of decentralization with which crypto (and the second most dominant asset in crypto)
prides itself.
Before the soft fork could be implemented, a bug was discovered that introduced other attack
vectors. To make matters worse, the attacker had offered 1 million ether, and 100 bitcoin to
miners who oppose the soft fork proposal. Ultimately, the Ethereum Foundation convinced a
majority of miners to proceed with a hard fork, rolling back the chain to before the DAO attack
happened. The original network was subsequently rebranded as Ethereum Classic (ETC).
The DAO hack proved challenging in the early days of Ethereum, setting profound precedents
of delaying ossification for longevity. The network has since delivered on multiple other roadmap
items to become the dominant smart contract layer today. We provide a complete overview of
Ethereum’s roadmap since inception in Appendix 1.
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A soft fork is a software upgrade that is backwards compatible with older versions.
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The Transition from PoW to PoS
To the casual observer, the buzz surrounding Ethereum’s move from Proof-of-Work (PoW) to
Proof-of-Stake (PoS) has only surfaced recently. However, ideas (and rumors) of the merge
have been floating around since the Ethereum Foundation introduced the concept of a difficulty
bomb in 2015. The difficulty bomb is a mechanism that increases the difficulty of the mining
algorithm, intended to cause exponentially longer-than-normal block times and disincentivize
mining operations post-Merge.
Since its introduction, the difficulty bomb has had six delays, resulting in the Merge becoming a
meme amongst crypto natives. Yet, this time is different – the Merge is actually happening.
Recent confirmation by Ethereum core developers to set the Terminal Total Difficulty (TTD)5 at
5.875e22 suggests a Merge date on or about September 15th. Should miners elect to continue
mining on the original PoW chain, they will be faced with the difficulty bomb.

Consensus Mechanisms
For the unengaged, it is perhaps helpful to briefly venture into both major types of consensus
mechanisms before we dive into the rationale behind the highly anticipated Merge. Broadly
speaking, consensus mechanisms are procedural methods encoded in software through which
blockchains maintain their integrity and prevent the double spending problem6.
PoW is a consensus mechanism that requires miners to expend electrical energy (“hash
power”) in solving an arbitrary mathematical problem (“hash function”). In Ethereum’s design,
each problem takes around 13 seconds to solve, with the difficulty of the problem adjusting to
maintain this solving rate as the collective hash rate in the ecosystem varies.
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Terminal Total Difficulty is the total difficulty required of the final block mined in Ethereum. It specifies
the end of Proof of Work (PoW) and when Proof of Stake (PoS) will begin.
6
Double-spending is a potential flaw in a digital cash scheme in which the same single digital token can
be spent more than once.
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After mining a new block, the successful miner is rewarded with newly created ether and
transaction fees (“mining rewards”). The network started by emitting 5 ETH/block at inception
before reducing it to 3 ETH/block through the Byzantium upgrade and finally to 2 ETH/block in
the Constantinople upgrade, where the rate of emissions stands today.
Conversely, in PoS, validators (instead of miners) are tasked with determining which
transactions get included in the next block. Validators are primarily rewarded for performing two
main functions. The first is when they attest to a new block – this means the validator has
accepted a proposed block as accurate and valid. The second and arguably more critical reward
is received when a validator “wins” the right to propose a new block, similar to when a miner
mines the next block in PoW. To propose a block, validators must “stake” at least 32 ETH for a
full node, representing skin in the game to discourage foul play. The larger the validator’s stake,
the more likely it will be chosen to mine the next block.
Should validators elect to validate invalid blocks (with false transactions or fraudulent chain
history), their stake is slashed as a penalty. Moreover, they will be permanently banned from
participating in network validation. Slashes of smaller magnitude will be inflicted for validators
that do not maintain sufficient uptime.
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To summarize, the PoS version of Ethereum will have the following major stakeholders:
●

Users who transact on the network and pay to have transactions finalized

●

Validators who stake ETH in exchange for newly minted ether, risking their stake if they
propose invalid transactions or experience significant downtime

●

Holders who lend their ETH to liquid staking service providers and validator-as-a-service
providers (e.g., Lido DAO)

●

Nodes that run Ethereum software to maintain a copy of the global ledger

●

Developers who maintain Ethereum software

Figure: PoW to PoS Tokenomics Illustrated

Source: Fundstrat
After the merge, the Ethereum network will leverage the Beacon Chain as its consensus layer
(CL) and use the Ethereum Mainnet as the execution layer (EL). Node operators will need to run
a client for both the CL and EL to participate in consensus.
As we will address later in this report, this shift in the block production process will negate the
need to incentivize PoW miners, who incur significant costs to mine new blocks, potentially
reducing total ETH emissions by up to 95%.
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Security Considerations
In both PoW and PoS, blocks are added sequentially to the blockchain, and nodes hold exact
copies of the blockchain, making it incredibly difficult to propose an alternate version different
from "the truth." To compromise the network, malicious actors would have to perform a "51%
attack," whereby they seize control of more than half of the network's hash rate (in PoW) or total
supply (in PoS) to alter transactions on the blockchain. So far, there have been no successful
51% attacks on Ethereum in its history. Nevertheless, there are subtle considerations that
separate PoW from PoS.
As the consensus mechanism of Bitcoin7, the security of PoW is largely undisputed across the
industry. A combination of well-crafted software and natural impediments of the physical world
make an attack on a PoW network infeasible. Not only would obtaining 51% of the Bitcoin
network's hash rate require an astronomical investment in equipment and energy that lacks
financial feasibility, but supply chain constraints would likely render this activity operationally
impossible. Furthermore, the self-adjusting facet of hashing algorithms ensures that no blocks
are mined significantly faster than preceding blocks, even as hash power in the network grows
with time.
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Different PoW networks use different hashing functions. Bitcoin uses SHA-256 as its hashing function,
while Ethereum leverages Ethash.
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The one degree of separation between miners and users also creates a healthy yet competitive
dynamic between stakeholders. Miners are incentivized to source cheap electrical energy and
convert it into Ethereum. Although the price certainly influences their revenues at the point of
sale, miners do not need to acquire Ethereum to participate in the network. On the other hand,
users need to buy ETH to bid on block space. This separation of agency (and financial
exposure) between producers and users of block space maintains conflicting buying and selling
incentives in a balanced ecosystem.
Champions of PoS point to its requirement to control 51% of the network's total staked
Ethereum to defraud the chain. This attack is akin to cornering the market8 in the traditional
sense, a challenging feat that has seen few successful attempts historically. Convexity
associated with large market purchases is the main contributing factor – the more an attacker
buys, the higher the marginal price for them to achieve control. Markets that have been
successfully exploited in this way have historically been characterized by opacity, an issue to
which that blockchains are inherently less vulnerable.
Moreover, malicious validators who propose invalid transactions in blocks will have their stakes
slashed, further disincentivizing an attacker. Known as a "correlation penalty," the amount of
ETH slashed depends on how many other validators are being slashed simultaneously and
scales with time. For example, a 0.5 ETH penalty is inflicted upon a validator as soon as it turns
malicious, and the correlation penalty is introduced 18 days later. Should the validator remain
malevolent for 36 days, it will be ejected from the network.
Since completing a “51% attack” would effectively render the underlying chain worthless, it is
reasonable to deduce that any entity attempting to achieve said attack will not be driven by
financial motivations. While it might have been feasible in previous cycles for large financial
entities to undertake a Soros-style attack, the largest digital assets have reached a certain
escape velocity which would likely rule out this class of potential attackers. A process of
elimination leaves nation-states as the only reasonable potential culprits, but even these actors
are subject to the same monetary and physical constraints that private enterprises are.

8

Cornering the market consists of obtaining sufficient control of a particular stock, commodity, or other
assets in an attempt to manipulate the market price.
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Decentralization Considerations
From a barrier-to-entry perspective, PoS encourages a higher degree of decentralization due to
the costs associated with PoW mining. By leveraging liquid staking service providers, PoS
participants can join existing validator pools with virtually no minimums. On the other hand, the
fierce competition in PoW mining has now made cheap GPU mining infeasible. Top miners on
Ethereum must resort to more expensive GPUs, while Bitcoin miners use purpose-built ASICs,
which are costly to acquire and maintain.
From a token distribution perspective, however, the cost profile of a PoW system encourages a
higher level of decentralization of the total circulating supply. Miners need to recoup their
electricity costs, and this is done by selling mined ether in the open market to non-mining
market participants. Due to the minimal overhead costs of validator businesses at scale, PoS
validators do not need to part with as much mined ether, allowing them to accrue to their stake
continuously.
While we think the widespread debate as to whether PoS encourages a "rich-get-richer"
scenario is a worthy discussion to entertain, this topic often fails to contemplate a scenario in
which PoW assets become mainstream. In this world, miners can borrow cheap debt against
their mined assets, allowing them to accrue the underlying PoW asset, similar to how they
would accumulate a PoS asset. Further, in mature PoS systems, the nominal yield received by
a validator often merely offsets the annualized inflation, thus preserving the validator's overall
ownership percentage of the network and not increasing it. So long as users continue to run
nodes and the network rules are not subject to the whims of miners, we must rely on the natural
economic incentives discussed above to keep the network honest and secure.

Rationale Behind the Transition
Death, taxes, and controversy surrounding just how necessary the Merge is for the network's
health are three things that have been and might continue to be omnipresent in life.
There is a widespread misconception that shifting to a PoS network will enable Ethereum to
scale immediately through a wholesale reduction in gas fees. This narrative is false, as
Ethereum will continue to be relatively expensive at the base layer. At a high level, Ethereum is
interested in scaling modularly via a rollup-centric model. Thus, even if the Merge theoretically
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increased throughput or quickened transaction finality, this point would be somewhat moot since
the ultimate goal is to have the lion's share of transactions occur on layer 2 networks.
The primary purpose of the Merge is to decrease the network's energy consumption by 99.9%9,
thus (partially) decoupling the network's security from an exogenous cost center in electricity
and reducing the relative cost of hardware for block producers. The cost of incorrectly validating
transactions shifts from the upfront hardware and electricity costs to your capital being "slashed"
if you harm the network.
To potentially confuse matters, one can argue that while the Merge does not scale Ethereum, it
does set the stage for subsequent scaling initiatives. For example, PoS makes higher gas limits
structurally safer and allows for "committees," which are prerequisites for sharding. However,
these are not features that will be visible to the naked eye post-Merge and are not the core
rationale behind the shift to PoS.
In discussing PoW and PoS, many quickly turn to the ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance)
element since reducing energy consumption is a core feature of the Merge. While ESG
considerations have been a convenient talking point for folks in crypto circles, we would hesitate
to place much fundamental importance on this since the goalposts for what is deemed "ESG"
globally seem to shift every minute. In "steel manning" the ESG narrative, we would need to
view the environmental footprint of the network through the lens of a sustainable power grid. If
society creates a cleaner grid in the next 100 years, then any premium on ETH derived from
reduced energy consumption will be negated since we would be operating in a world where
clean energy is cheap and abundant. Many in the public sphere who are positioning PoS as
superior to PoW due to its lack of carbon footprint is missing the bigger picture. Ultimately, the
core issue, in our opinion, is the perceived disconnect between utility and energy consumption.
To put a pin in the energy-consumption argument, we want to be clear that we generally support
the thesis behind Bitcoin's security model insofar as it mirrors proven historical commodity
monies (e.g., the gold standard). As noted above, a certain level of token distribution is
achieved early in a network’s life when miners are forced to sell most of their bitcoin to fund
operations. PoW is also a simple system with proven analogs, which makes it a reliable model.
Further, the same steel man argument referenced above can be made against the energy
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Source: https://ethereum.org/en/upgrades/merge/
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intensity of bitcoin mining. A clean, robust, inexpensive grid will render Bitcoin mining a nonissue.
Unfortunately, any further prodding of this topic would be beyond the scope of this piece. We
merely raised the Bitcoin issue to point out that we think both PoW and PoS consensus models
being tested at scale can only help humanity achieve a censorship-resistant method of storing
and transferring value.

Disinflationary Supply Dynamics
From a fundamentals perspective, if the Merge occurs as planned, the effects on the network
will be a (1) reduced issuance rate and (2) an immediate reduction in daily selling pressure.
These two concepts are intertwined but should be discussed separately.

Reduced Issuance Rate
Following the Merge, the inflation rate of ETH supply will decline. At a high level, this is because
the block reward required to incent PoW miners is substantially higher (due to hardware costs)
than the compensation needed to incentivize PoS miners. Pre-Merge, both PoW miners and
ETH stakers (who are not producing blocks) receive new ETH on every block produced.
Once the Merge is complete, the dark area in the chart below will no longer exist, and the only
source of inflation will be the light section. Note that these annual issuance rates are subject to
change upon the amount of ETH staked at any time but should not exceed 1.5% per year10.
These figures also exclude any potential fees burned, which in a bull market, could very well
result in deflationary supply dynamics.

10

Source: Eth2 Calculator Created by @StakeETH on Twitter
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Source: Fundstrat, Etherscan
Below is a similar representation of the existing inflation components in the Ethereum network.
Consistent with the chart above, the light blue line will be the only remaining source of inflation
post-Merge.

Source: Fundstrat, Etherscan
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Reduced Selling Pressure
The concept of reduced selling pressure dovetails with the point noted above. If the starting
point for revenue available for miners to sell is lower, then inherently, the overall potential selling
pressure from miners will decline.
However, one must also consider the change in cost profile for miners. The maintenance and
energy costs that force miners to sell their ETH for working capital are significantly reduced in a
PoS model since much less computing power and electricity is needed. Thus, it is logical to
assume that the profit margin on staking will (on average) be much greater than in PoW, despite
lower topline revenues for validators.
Further, there is a short-term consideration that we think could be arguably the most accretive
aspect of the Merge. Prior to a subsequent network update known as the Shanghai upgrade,
those who stake their ETH will be unable to unlock their ETH. This includes parties that staked
to the Beacon Chain prior to the Merge, as well as those who will stake post-Merge but preShanghai. The current timetable from Merge to Shanghai is unknown but common estimates
range from 6-12 months. This means that once the transition to PoS is complete, selling
pressure from miners will be locked at zero for a non-negligible amount of time. We will address
the locked ETH and the requisite Shanghai Upgrade in further detail after we present an
example that helps to quantify the level of reduction in sell pressure post-Merge.
Below we model out the points outlined above. The example below is quite conservative as it
assumes that all block rewards and fees incurred by miners/validators are sold immediately. As
previously noted, reality suggests that PoS validators are likely to only part ways with a small
portion of their staking rewards, thus periodically resulting in deflationary supply dynamics.
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Applying the inputs below, we can reasonably assume a potential 83% reduction in selling
pressure following the Merge.
Estimating The Potential Daily Sell Pressure Post-Merge
Metric

PoW

PoS

119,562,375

119,562,375

13,758

NA

13,397,685

13,397,685

1,674

1,674

Total New ETH Issued15

15,432

1,674

ETH Price (USD)16

$1,550

$1,550

$23,919,066

$2,594,379

0.007

0.007

1,000,000

1,000,000

6,688

6,688

$1,550

$1,550

$10,366,320

$10,366,320

83%

83%

$8,586,342

$8,586,342

$25,699,044

$4,374,357

Circulating Supply (ETH) 11
Daily Block Reward (ETH)12
Total ETH Staked13
Daily Issuance to Stakers

(4.6%) 14

Estimated Value of New Supply Issued (USD)
ETH / Fee17
Avg Txns Per Day18
Estimated Daily Fee Revenue (ETH)
ETH Price (USD)16
Estimated Daily Fee Revenue (USD)
% Txn Fees Burned19
Estimated De/Disinflationary Burn
Total Potential Sell Pressure From Miners / Validators

Source: Fundstrat, Etherscan, Glassnode
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Circulating Supply as of August 29, 2022
Average YTD Block Reward for PoW Miners through August 12, 2022
13 Total ETH Staked as of August 29, 2022
14 Estimate of Daily Rewards as a % of Total Value Staked Provided by StakingRewards.com as of
August 12, 2022
15 Block Rewards plus Staking Rewards
16 Approximate Current Spot Price
17 YTD Daily Average ETH Fees Per Txn through August 12, 2022
18 Approximate YTD Daily Average Txn Count through August 12, 2022
19 YTD Daily Average Fees Burn % through August 12, 2022
12
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Again, as we mentioned above, although our example shows approximately $4.4 million in
projected net sell pressure per day, one must remember that until developers push the
Shanghai Upgrade, staked ETH cannot be withdrawn. Current timing estimates for the
Shanghai Upgrade are 6-12 months post Merge.

While we could undoubtedly witness some secondary market selling pressure from market
participants de-risking post-Merge, as the network settles, we think the flow imbalances from a
disinflationary supply have the potential to be incredibly constructive for price.

Shanghai Upgrade - stETH Unlock
Since the staking deposit contract deployment in November 2020, almost 13.4 million ETH (or
11.2% of circulating supply at time of writing) has been staked to support and validate the
Beacon Chain. This supply is effectively removed from circulation until the Shanghai Upgrade,
when stakers will be able to unstake their Ethereum20.
Once validators are finally able to achieve liquidity, this will be done in an orderly process, with a
set number of full or partial withdrawals from the Beacon Chain allowed per epoch. These

Prior to the Shanghai Upgrade, centralized validators can still ‘exit’ the validator set, where ETH will
cease validating the network and is not at risk of being slashed. This ETH is still illiquid and cannot be
withdrawn until the Shanghai Upgrade
20
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withdrawals are tracked in receipts which contain the amount, destination address and unique
index of each withdrawal. These withdrawals are then credited on the execution layer, similarly
to how proof-of-work issuance is credited to miners today.
The supply overhang narrative that has been purported by some is weakened by the advent of
liquid staking services and derivatives. Last week, Coinbase announced the launch of cbETH,
its own liquid staking derivative on users’ staked Ethereum positions. cbETH is an ERC-20
token representing staked ETH on Coinbase, allowing native users to leverage their staked
assets to access DeFi-native applications and meet short-term liquidity needs. The ubiquity of
liquid staking leads one to wonder: If you can obtain liquidity on a yield-bearing liquid staking
token like stETH or cbETH, would you sell your ETH in a bear market?
cbETH’s cToken model means cbETH constantly appreciates against ETH as staking rewards
accrue. When used as collateral, borrow positions progressively get healthier over time as
cbETH appreciates in value. This is perhaps more conducive for borrowing than Lido’s stETH,
where holders of stETH will see their balance increase instead, and 1 stETH will always be
redeemable for 1 ETH.
The net liquidity implications brought by the Shanghai upgrade on ETH remain to be seen at this
point, but liquidity staking derivatives might serve as an impediment to the supply unlock
narrative.

Risks to Merge
Protocol-Level Censorship
Despite seemingly aligned incentives, different types of risk emerge with this shift to PoS. Most
of the staked Ethereum today is done so via proxies, predominantly exchanges, staking pools,
and liquid staking service providers. Most of these proxies are centralized, thus, susceptible to
the recent OFAC sanctions imposed by the U.S. Treasury Department.
Figure: Beacon Chain Depositors Breakdown
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The U.S. Treasury Department’s sanctions were unprecedented insofar as they placed a scarlet
letter on the Tornado Cash protocol, as opposed to levying sanctions against specific individuals
interacting with it. Despite the questionable constitutionality of this action by the Treasury
Department, it is not inconceivable to think that US-regulated staking service providers might be
pressured to forego signing blocks that contain any transactions that have interacted with
Tornado Cash prior to legal resolution. A minority of validators foregoing validation of non-OFAC
blocks is not an integrity-compromising issue. However, the lack of geographic diversity among
the current validator composition places the network at risk of base-layer censorship. If this
does happen, and the Ethereum network becomes an extension of the US regulatory system,
then it will undermine the core ethos of crypto.
The Ethermine mining pool has already responded to sanctions by censoring Tornado Cash
transactions in Ethereum. If PoW miners who mine the latest cryptographically hashed chaintip
are already complying with OFAC, PoS validators who put their public signatures on blocks are
arguably more likely to do so. While long-term mitigants such as proposer/block-builder
separation have been floated in the past (and will be expedited given recent developments), the
network will need to contend with this potential headwind in the immediate term.
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Fortunately, the potential for base-layer censorship risk is mitigated by the Beacon chain exit
queue. Contrary to popular belief, centralized validators who are pressured by regulators can
choose to exit the validator set ahead of the Shanghai upgrade. Although it can take up to two
months for large validators to do so, this offers these parties a compromise between supporting
state-governed censorship and being at risk of slashing due to inactivity or attesting invalid
transactions.
We think a sufficient percentage of US-based validators will rise to the challenge. Both Brian
Armstrong and Lido DAO have already signaled that they favor doing whatever will preserve
network integrity. Staking is a major long-term revenue source for Coinbase and other staking
providers. While foregoing staking in the near-term might hurt their quarterly figures, destroying
users’ trust in their services would be far more detrimental to their business over the long-term.
Not to mention, much of the concern thus far is not actually substantiated from a legal
perspective, and a good portion of the discourse surrounding the issue stems from an
abundance of legal caution.
Finally, if push does come to shove and most US-based validators do try to censor at the base
layer, then we have good reason to expect a community-driven revolt. In recent days, dialogue
surrounding manual slashing or a User-Activated Softfork (UASF) has gained traction. In the
event of a UASF, the ETH community would essentially consider the minority chain (non-OFAC
chain) to be the official Ethereum chain and built-in slashing mechanisms would bleed OFAC
validators dry. A hardfork would accomplish a similar slashing of OFAC validators but would be
done via a backwards-incompatible update to the Ethereum code.
The important takeaway here is that there is a real risk of state-censorship that exists via these
centralized proxies, however, in our view, the economic incentives embedded in the network
and the tools available for the network to avoid state-censorship appear more than sufficient to
avoid calamity.

Y2K Risk
Ultimately, the Merge represents the most highly anticipated network upgrade in crypto history.
Ethereum today is much different than Ethereum when it was first envisioned – numerous DeFi
protocols with billions of dollars in TVL are dependent upon relatively nascent infrastructure, the
stability of which will be tested upon the proposal of the first PoS block on Ethereum. A laundry
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list of elements – from price oracles to application front ends and bridges – will need to continue
working seamlessly post-Merge to keep exploits and unnecessary liquidations at bay.
Given the uncharted territory we are approaching we would like to note the risk of the “unknown
unknowns.” The closest analogy we could think of from history was the Y2K problem that
computing pioneers faced at the beginning of the 21st century. For those who were not
cognizant of the issue at the time, many analysts were uncertain of how computer systems
would handle the formatting and storage of dates in the new millennium. Given the complexity of
these systems and the vastness of the Internet, it was difficult to precisely ascertain the
magnitude and frequency of potential bugs. This caused a scare across most industries, and
even trickled into the public consciousness leading some to even stock up on survival supplies
in the event of catastrophe.
In the end, there were a few bugs that caused some headaches, but the level of attention
brought to the problem was disproportionate to the issues that surfaced. This is not to say that
the current level of risk-aversion from critics is unhealthy heading into the Merge, this is merely
us pointing out that complex systems that undergo major upgrades are tough to model, and thus
one must be aware of the potential for unknown unknowns.

“W

T

F

”

In this section, we examine the potential forks post-merge and their respective implications. For
the sake of simplicity, we will refer to the community-supported, PoS-version as ETH2, and the
PoW version with the most hash rate as ETH1.
While multiple exchanges have listed ETHS and ETHW for trading, the details pertaining to
which particular fork ETHW will represent are few and far between. For starters, will the ETHW
represent a proof-of-work fork with or without a difficulty bomb? The difficulty bomb will render
the fork almost unusable since blocks will be too difficult to mine, but no clear guidance has
been provided.
Secondly, given OFAC sanctions described above, there is a non-zero chance that these
centralized providers will only validate OFAC-compliant transactions. In anticipation of this, and
as referenced in prior sections of this report, Vitalik has publicly signaled for a UASF using an
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inactivity leak21, in the event that the Ethereum network loses its censorship-resistant qualities.
However, it is unclear whether ETHS will represent the OFAC-compliant PoS fork or the noncompliant one.
The point is this: pertinent details on ETHS and ETHW are few and far between. There are key
questions in determining the value of the PoW fork after the Merge, yet they remain
unanswered, even as we head into the final weeks leading up to the merge.

DeFi Mayhem
Nevertheless, most stakeholders of Ethereum have understandably come forward to signal
support for ETH2. Circle has revealed that it would fully support ETH2 post-merge. Tether has
done the same (even though it is unclear what their refusal to be completely OFAC-compliant
means to their future on ETH’s PoS chain).
This makes ETH1 as a smart contract network near worthless. DeFi Protocols will not function
properly without recognition from stablecoin and wrapped bitcoin issuers, and NFT projects
have expressed that their intellectual property will remain on ETH2.
Take, for example, Aave Protocol. A user deposits USDC and borrows ETH, paying a net
borrow APY on their position. After the merge, the leverage position is duplicated across ETH1
and ETH2. On ETH2, Aave works as intended - for the user to obtain their USDC collateral, they
need to repay their ETH2 borrow position on top of the net borrow APY. On ETH1, however,
USDC will be worthless. Therefore, the user’s leverage position on ETH1 will effectively be
collateralized by USDC, which lacks any underlying value. In this case, users will not be
incentivized to unwind their debt positions - instead, they will sell their ETH1 on exchanges that
support ETH1 trading.
The trade makes sense so long as the ETH borrow APY is less than the expected value of the
ETH1 airdrop. In other words, traders will keep borrowing until the cost of borrowing outweighs
the expected value of the airdrop or the borrow/lend protocol from which they are borrowing
runs out of ETH to lend to them.
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Transaction finality require two-thirds majority of validators. The inactivity leak bleeds away the staked
ether from validators voting against the majority, allowing the majority to regain a two-thirds majority and
finalize the chain.
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The above scenario is why some industry heavyweights have speculated that another
meaningful fork similar to Ethereum Classic is unfeasible. Stablecoins that denominate almost
all of DeFi can only back one copy of the blockchain, and DeFi protocols will follow the lead of
the majority of stablecoin issuers.

Popular Trading Strategies
With a macro setup for 2H that we feel relatively constructive on but could reasonably be
categorized as “messy,” many investors are finding unique ways to position around the
Ethereum network upgrade. While the market is evolving at a rapid clip, and new market
dislocations are bound to arise as we approach the Merge, there are a few popular trades that
we have seen traders employ over the previous month. These are all approaches discussed in
prior notes, so it is unlikely that any of this information is new to our clients/subscribers. This
report is meant to serve as an educational research tool, and thus we would continue to steer
you towards our weekly notes for more timely strategic commentary.
Long Spot ETH (With a Twist)
This is the simplest way investors are approaching the balance of this quarter. Being long spot
ETH allows one to capture upside that could be amplified by easing inflation figures in
September. As discussed above, holding ETH on-chain will also enable the investor to capture
the forked ETH token investors are planning to be “airdropped” to ETH tokenholders following a
successful Merge and subsequent fork of the existing PoW chain.
The significant risk here is an unforeseen drastic change in the macro backdrop that leads to a
broad selloff in risk assets to the extent that even a bullish catalyst like the Merge is susceptible
to price declines.
High Beta Plays
For those looking to venture further out onto the risk curve, the past month has shed some light
on some of the better places to look for higher risk plays on the Merge. These generally include
liquid staking providers (LSP) and layer 2 tokens.
This was touched upon earlier but for those just entering the fold, LSPs provide a valuable
service that allows Layer 1 token holders to lock up their holdings and earn staking rewards in
return for providing security to the network. Its most popular implementation of this service is via
Lido DAO (LDO) on the Ethereum network. Lido users are issued a derivative token (stETH)
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which can be used as collateral in various DeFi applications. Ultimately, the token provides
holders the right to redeem 1 ETH upon the completion of the Merge and the eventual unlocking
of ETH committed to the Beacon Chain.
While it has been a valuable addition to the DeFi ecosystem, it has sometimes caused
headaches for those using it as collateral since the price of stETH can diverge from the price of
ETH due to the inherent risk of Merge delays and the potential for slashing. Lido’s governance
token, LDO, which allows its holders to vote on proposals surrounding critical decisions for the
project, has surged on the back of increased confidence in the Merge.
It is possible that as we approach the September target Merge date, LDO and perhaps
competing Ethereum liquid staking providers Rocket Pool (RPL), and micro-cap option
Stakewise (SWISE) perform as high-beta plays to ETH.
Other Merge-adjacent plays can be found on layer 2 networks. We have already seen some
momentum behind Optimism (OP) earlier this month, and well as Polygon (MATIC). It is
possible that these tokens continue to offer beta to ETH. Should Arbitrum decide to take the
plunge into token land, this will certainly garner a lot of attention as well.
“F

T

”

There is a high probability of a forked token being released into the market, similar to the forked
bitcoin tokens such as bitcoin cash that were airdropped into user wallets during the block size
wars several years ago. Despite the high probability of this ETH PoW chain being devoid of any
applications or usage, there is a non-zero chance of these tokens being worth a non-negligible
amount, as demonstrated by previous bitcoin fork tokens that are rarely used but still attract
hash power and have a price greater than zero.
Below we see that 3-month ETH futures have ventured into backwardation, indicative of traders
shorting futures contracts and going long spot. This allows for a risk-mitigated, delta-neutral way
to farm the speculative forked token. The risk with this strategy is that the futures market is
mispricing the forked token (currently about 7.5% of ETH price) to the upside and that, as an
investor, you could miss out on potentially substantial gains in spot ETH holdings.
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Source: Glassnode
Long ETH/BTC
This is another way to mitigate global macro risk, but in a way that bets on the continued
outperformance of ETH relative to BTC. While we would posit that actively shorting BTC is a
risky endeavor, in this circumstance, it makes logical sense if you assume that macro might
force most of crypto marginally lower while ETH continues to outperform on a relative basis.
This position views BTC as a proxy for risk assets and maintains a stance that ETH will simply
outperform on a relative basis. The risk here is that the spread between ETH and BTC
performance is lower than anticipated, and thus gains are muted.

Conclusion
There are few topics less contentious in crypto than the Ethereum Merge. Many compare it to
changing the engine of an airplane while it is in mid-flight. There are also those who still
categorically label the change as unnecessary. It is a massive overhaul that has been in the
works for years, subject to countless delays and revised timelines, perpetually 12 months away.
This piece was designed to be more informative, but those who follow our work know that we
continue to think the Merge is underpriced and will serve as a favorable tailwind for the asset
over the long term. While the “unknown unknowns” surrounding this new version of Ethereum
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remain, our team is excited that the network known for its bold experimentation and publicly
iterative development process is finally getting to the PoS finish line.
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